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Deliverable description and summary
Work package 3 (Methods for genetic disorders) aims at developing statistical methods and software
for the identification of causal genetic mutations and pathways by integrating genotype,
transcriptome, metabolome and organismal phenotypic data for rare genetic disorders. Our
deliverables fort this second period are CAUSAMET: Software that prioritizes causal mutations from
genotype, gene expression, metabolite and phenotypes, and BIOMARK: Software that provides
biomarkers for disease progression from longitudinal blood sample transcriptome and metabolome
profiling.

Developed software
All software developed in the course of this project is open source. OUTRIDER is submitted to
Bioconductor1.
OUTRIDER: https://github.com/gagneurlab/OUTRIDER
OCR-Stats: https://github.com/gagneurlab/OCR-Stats
fastGenoGAM: https://github.com/gstricker/fastGenoGAM

Research progress
CAUSAMET: To detect disease causing mutations affecting gene expression, we developed OUTRIDER,
which builds on top of the outlier detection pipeline of “CAUSEXPR”. OUTRIDER is designed to detect
expression outliers and automatically correct for confounders within transcriptomic data by utilising
an autoencoder (Figure 1). This approach can remove technical biases from the data as well as

Figure 1: Context dependent outlier detection. Scheme of the OUTRIDER methodology and the
usage of the autoencoder to control for confounders. (Brechtmann et al. [1])
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controlling for known (eg.: phenotypes, biomarkers) and unknown confounders. OUTRIDER is now
used in the diagnosis pipeline of our partner TUM-MED (WP7). The R package and its methodology is
described in the preprint paper “OUTRIDER: A statistical method for detecting aberrantly expressed
genes in RNA sequencing data” [1], which is available on bioRxiv. Furthermore, we submitted the paper
to a journal, where it is currently under review. OUTRIDER allows prioritizing the list of candidate
pathogenic rare variants to variants in the vicinity of genes showing aberrant expression patterns and
functionally related to the disease. Furthermore, we have not obtained promising results with the
longitudinal metabolic profiling study and have therefore focussed on methods for the identification
of causal variants affecting protein levels, given that proteomics appeared to be a useful
complementary omics method. To annotate variants potential causing protein level dysregulation, we
have developed a model that can predict protein-per-mRNA copy number from genetic sequence by
integrating transcriptome and proteome data [2,3], in collaboration with TUM-Med.
BIOMARK: As the longitudinal metabolic profile study was not providing promising results, we devised
an alternative approach to find transcriptional marker for impaired cellular respiration, with a
potentially functional role in cellular respiration. Instead, we decided on a correlation of the variations
in gene expression with biochemical measures of mitochondrial respiration activity across cell lines
from distinct individuals. This has first required a quantification of mitochondrial respiration activities.
To this end, we developed a statistical method to provide accurate estimates of mitochondrial
respiration activities (Figure 2). The manuscript “OCR-Stats: Robust estimation and statistical testing
of mitochondrial respiration activities using Seahorse XF Analyzer”, describing this methodology, was
accepted by the journal PLoS one, and is available on the preprint server biorxiv [4]. Next, we showed
that the mitochondrial activities correlated with the expression of disease causing genes (Figure 3) and

Figure 2: Principle of the mitochondrial stress test assay (Yepez et al. [2]).

allowed finding novel associations between expression of non-coding RNAs with these bioenergetics
measures, in close collaboration with TUM-MED (WP7).
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Figure 3: Correlating gene expression with bioenergetics. (A) Expression level (normalized RNA-seq data) across cell lines
(columns) for genes (rows) significantly positively (black, top) or negatively (grey, bottom) correlating with M/Ei fold-change
(a measure of maximal respiration Yepez et al. [2]). Cell lines are sorted from left to right by increasing M/Ei fold-change. (B)
Positive control (disease-causing gene): the gene COX14, a small mitochondrial single-pass transmembrane protein for which
mutations have been associated with mitochondrial complex IV deficiency. Expression level (x-axis) significantly positively
correlate with M/Ei fold-change (y-axis).
whon is

In collaboration with BeDataDriven and FHCRC (infrastructure, WP8), we improved the existing
GenoGAM2 (Genome-wide generalized additive models) method, to make it applicable to gigabasescale genomes such as mammalian genomes. By using the infrastructure developed in WP8 and sparse
matrix techniques, we improved in speed around 2 to 3 orders of magnitude over the previous version.
This is described in the publication Stricker et al. [5].
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